
SETON SPEED BUMP
Product Information Data Sheet

seton.co.uk/seton-speed-bump
WATCH THE SPEED BUMP IN ACTION

Material
Available in 2 materials:
-  100% full colour PVC in yellow and black - comes   
 with a lifetime guarantee on colour contrast*
-  Recycled PVC, yellow sections are painted

* We guarantee that the sections will remain a contrasting colour 
for the functional lifetime of the product on the 100% full colour 
PVC material. Colour contrast failure is up to the discretion of 
Seton

Strength & Durability
Computer simulated tests* show:
- The rail installation version signifi cantly reduces 
 deformation and distortion of the PVC speed bump   
 sections in comparison to the non-rail installation version
- The rail installation version lessens the stress levels of   
 the ground bolts in comparison to the non-rail installation  
 version

* Simulated tests as follows:
Test 1 - Stationary wheel parked on the speed bump - Assumes 
wheel load of 5750kg and tyre pressure of 130 psi
Test 2 - Wheel spinning on the speed bump - Assumes a wheel 
load of 4000kg and a tyre pressure 92 psi

Warranty
- 1 year from manufacturing defects

Temperature Range
- Both materials can be used in temperatures between
 -20° to +60°C

Refl ectivity
- Each inner section is fi tted with 4 x clear refl ectors

Maintenance
- For best results we recommend that the bolts are   
 checked on a regular basis and any loosened bolts are   
 tightened
- For best results we recommend that the speed bump   
 sections are cleaned on regular basis using water and a   
 non-abrasive cloth

Height Options
Available in 2 height options:
- 55mm High - designed to reduce speed to 10mph
- 75mm High - designed to reduce speed to 5mph

Weight (all approximate)
55mm High
- Inner sections - 6kg
- End Cap section (pair) - 4.5kg

75mm High
- Inner sections - 8kg
- End Cap section (pair) - 5.8kg
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INSTALLATION VIDEO
seton.co.uk/seton-speed-bump

Channel Dimensions (both height versions)

Dimensions
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Cable Channel Dimensions
50 x 25mm (WxH)

Rail Fix Channel Dimensions
to accommodate rail size
41 x 21mm (WxH)
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